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Aphasia is an acquired language disorder due to brain damage that affects the production and 

comprehension of spoken and written language in varying degrees and patterns depending on the 

size and site of the lesion (1) 

Errors in speech production have been reported among aphasics (2). Errors in production can be 

either phonemic, involving language-based deformations, or phonetic, involving a motor planning 

deficit. 

The deficits can be said to be at the phonological level when the incorrect phonological form of 

the word is selected but is implemented correctly, and at the phonetic level when the correct 

sound segments are selected but articulatory implementation is impaired. Phonetic deficits are 

not linguistic (3). Most aphasics produce phonological errors in their speech in the form of 

substitution, omission, addition, or distortion (neologism), which are called "phonemic" (or 

"literal") paraphasias.  Aphasia research on the nature of phonological breakdown as to whether 

the deficit is phonetic or phonemic in the different aphasia syndromes reveals contradictory 

results. (4) 

Broca's aphasia is characterized by nonfluent, effortful speech production, semantic and phonemic 

paraphasias, articulatory errors, agrammatism, relatively preserved comprehension, poor 

repetition, reading, and writing ability(5) 
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Methodology 

The aim of the present study was to investigate the phonological impairments in Malayalam 

speaking Broca’s aphasics. 

Procedure 

The study was approved by the research ethics committee of the Institution and informed consent 

were taken from the patients. In-order to achieve the above goals, study was conducted on 2 groups 

of subjects - experimental group and control group.  

Experimental Group-  

Experimental group consisted of ten participants – 7 males and 3 females , who were right handed 

diagnosed as Broca’s aphasia between the age range of 50-80 years with a mean age of 64.3 

years.All the subjects were evaluated by a Neurologist and a Speech Language 

Pathologist.Participants with a history of single episode of stroke and no pre morbid neurological, 

sensory or motor problems were only included in the study.Western Aphasia Battery (WAB) was 

administered on all the aphasics and the Aphasia quotient were found out.  

The profile of broca’s aphasics were shown in the table-1 

Sl. No Age in years Sex WAB scores (AQ) 

1 57 M 15.6 

2 59 F 15.9 

3 66 M 19 

4 74 M 16.6 

5 58 F 15.1 

6 63 M 18.8 

7 80 M 15.2 

8 79 F 17.6 

9 72 M 15.1 

10 67 M 16.4 

 

Control Group- 

Control group consisted of 10 normal participants matched for age, gender , education, dexterity 

and language. 

Both the control and experimental groups were tested using Test for Phonemic variations in 

Malayalam (6) 

This test has two parts. 
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1. Minimal pair discrimination - The stimuli were presented to the subjects and the subjects 

were instructed to indicate ‘yes’ for minimal pairs and ‘no’ if not. 

2. Minimal pair Repetition - The examiner orally presented the items and subjects were 

asked to repeat them. 

 

Minimal pair discrimination Task consisted of 4 subtests - 

 

1. Non word minimal pair 

2. Word minimal pair  

3. Word minimal pair requiring written selection 

4. Word minimal pair requiring picture selection 

 

For each subtest, there were five set of words. Among each set, there were four pair of 

words including a minimal pair.  

 

For the 1st & 2nd subtests, pair of words were presented orally and in the 3rd subtest, 

stimuli were provided in the written form in a chart. In the 4th subtest, stimuli used were 

drawn colour pictures. 

 

Minimal Pair Repetition Task: 

Consisted of the following subtests 

1. Syllable length 

2. Non words 

3. Imagible & frequent words 

4. Grammatical class 

5. Morphological endings 

6. Sentences  

 

For the repetition task there were 5 items in each subtest. In the first subtest, there were 

five words including a one syllable word, two syllable word , three syllable word, four 

syllable word and five syllable word. In the 2nd subtest, five non words were selected. For 

the 3rd subtest, five Imagible and most frequently used words were used. In the 4th 

subtest, five words from several grammatical classes were selected. In the 5th subtest, five 

morphologically ending words were chosen. And in the 6th subtest, there were five 

sentences starting from two word sentence to six word sentence. 

 

Procedure for minimal pair discrimination task: The stimuli were presented to the 

subjects and the subjects were instructed to indicate ‘yes’ for minimal pairs and ‘no’ for 

other stimuli.  
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Procedure for repetition task: The examiner orally presents the items and subjects were 

asked to repeat them. 

 

           Scoring 

A score of 1 was given for correct responses and 0 for incorrect responses. 

 The total score for  minimal pair task was and repetition tasks were 20 each.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

 

Using the SPSS software, mean and standard deviation was calculated and “t” test was done to 

analyse the significance of difference between the control and the experimental groups. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Mean and standard deviation were calculated for the different subtests.Brocas aphasic’s had a total 

mean score of 72.5 with SD of 8.891 . 

Eventhough the Brocas aphasics scored better in  minimal pair discrimination task  (total mean 

score of 181 and SD of 7.64  their scores were poor for  the repetition tasks (total mean score  of 

0.16 and SD  of 0.37)  In the minimal pair discrimination task, for the non words a mean of 17.6 

and SD 0.916 was obtained and  for the words  19.4(SD= 1.2) for written selection and picture, 

17.9 (SD=0.94) and 17.5 (SD=0.5) respectively . 

For the repetition task, in the repetition of syllable length mean was 0.1and SD was 0.3. The mean 

and SD obtained for all other tasks were 0. 

The normal subjects scored 20 with a standard deviation of zero for both both minimal pair 

discrimination task and minimal pair repetition task. 
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The mean and standard deviation of both the normal subjects and Broca’s aphasics in the minimal 

pair task is shown in table 1. 

 NON-WORD WORD WRITTEN SELECTION PICTURE 

 Brocas 

Aphasics 
Normal Brocas 

Aphasics 
Normal Brocas 

Aphasics 
Normal Brocas 

Aphasics 
Normal 

MEAN 17.6 20 19.4 20 17.9 20 17.5 20 

SD 0.916 0 1.2 0 0.943 0 0.5 0 

 

 TABLE 1- The mean and standard deviation of  the normal subjects and Broca’s aphasics in the 

minimal pair task 

 

 

Fig 1- The mean and standard deviation of both the normal subjects and Broca’s aphasics in the 

minimal pair task 
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The scores obtained by the Broca’s aphasics were compared with that of age and sex matched normal. 

Results of  t test reveals that there is a significant difference between the brocas aphasic group and 

normal group in all the tasks other than minimal pair word discrimination. 

 

TABLE 2 –  COMPARISON BETWEEN BROCA’S   APHASICS &  NORMAL  GROUP  ON  

DISCRIMINATION MINIMAL  PAIR. 

(In the table, S indicates significant and NS indicates not significant) 

TASKS VARIABLE  ‘T’ VALUE ‘P’ VALUE S/NS 

NON-WORD Aphasics Vs 

Normal  

7.855 3.17 S 

 

WORD Aphasics Vs 

Normal 

1.5 0.15 NS 

 

WRITTEN 

SELECTION 

Aphasics Vs 

Normal 

6.677 2.89 S 

 

PICTURE Aphasics Vs 

Normal 

15 1..28 S 

 

 

The mean and standard deviation of both the normal group and Broca’s aphasics in the repetition 

task were calculated and shown in table 3. 
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TABLE 3- THE MEAN & STANDARD DEVIATION FOR BROCA’S APHASICS & NORMAL 

GROUP IN REPETITION TASK.(In the table, BA indicates broca’s aphasics and N indicates 

normal group) 

 

 Syllable 

length 

Non –word 

 

Imagibility 

and 

frequency 

words 

Grammatical 

class 

Morphological 

ending 

 

Sentence 

 

 BA N BA N BA N BA N BA N BA N 

Mean 0.1 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 20 

SD 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Fig 2- THE MEAN OF BROCA’S  AHASICS & NORMAL GROUP ON REPETITION TASK. 

The scores obtained by the Broca’s aphasics were compared with that of age and sex matched 

normal for the repetition task. Results of  t test reveals that there is a significant difference 

between the brocas aphasic group and normal group in all the tasks. 

TABLE 4 .COMPARISON BETWEEN BROCA’S   APHASICS &  NORMAL  GROUP  ON  

REPETITION TASKS. 

(In the table S indicates significant and NS indicates not significant) 
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Qualitative analysis was also done to find out the phonemic variations in  Malayalam speaking 

Broca’s aphasics. Stretching errors were most frequent as compared to other phonemic 

variations. About 60% of Broca’s aphasics in the present study showed stretching errors and 

elisions followed by assimilation errors by 40% , by liason errors by 30% and clipping errors by 

20 %. 

The phonemic variations evident in Broca’s aphasics for the repetition task are shown in Table 5. 
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TABLE 5: PHONEMIC VARIATIONS IN BROCA’S APHASICS 

 

 

The following graphs show the number of phonemic variations exhibited by each patients ( graph 

4 to 13). The patient 1 showed no phonemic variations but shows articulatory errors like addition 

and substitution. 

BROCA’S 

APHASICS 

PHONEMIC VARIATIONS 

SL.NO No. of 

assimilations 

No. of  

elisions 

No. of 

liaisons 

No. of  

clipping 

No. of 

stretching 

1 - - - - - 

2 - - - - 1 

3 - - - - 1 

4 1 1 1 1 - 

5 - 1 1 - 2 

6 - 2 - - - 

7 1 - - - - 

8 - 1 - - 2 

9 1 1 - - 2 

10 1 1 1 1 2 

TOTAL 4 7 3 2 10 
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Fig 3- PERCENTAGE OF BROCA’S APHASICS SHOWING PHONEMIC VARIATIONS. 

The following table shows the examples of phonemic variations shown by the broca’s aphasics 

in the present study. 

TABLE 5- PHONEMIC VARIATIONS SHOWN BY THE BROCA’S APHASICS. 

CLIPPING 

Target response Obtained response 

ʈаʈʈа ʈəʈʈа 

ƿа:lum ƿа:ɤə pələ 

STRETCHING 

а:ɡejа:l а:ɖə 

аɖukаlа а:lа 

аɖukаlа а:ɖə ʈа:mа 

а:nа a:ɤə ƿoɤə 

аɖukаlа а:lə 

ʈаlа а:lə 

а:nа а:ƿə ƿа:ƿа 

аmmаjuɖe а:      mə ƿа:ʈə  ʈа:l 

ʈаʈʈа а:      ʈаƿƿəɤə 

аmmаjuɖe а:      mə ƿəɤə 

ELISION 

а:nа а: 

muƖаɡəƿoɖi ƿə ƿƿu:ʈə 

muƖаɡəƿoɖi məƿа:ɤə 

а:ɡejа:l а:l 
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ƿu:və ƿə ƿə 

muƖаɡəƿoɖi mа  mа mа ƿoɖi 

ʈаlа ʈа 

ASSIMILATION 

ƿu:və ƿu ƿə ƿə  ƿu ƿə ƿiɤe 

ƿu:və ƿu ƿə ƿə 

sаʃʌm ʃʌ ʃʌ 

ƿu:ʧа ƿu:ʈа 

LIAISION 

а:nа а:ɤə 

а:nа а:ɤəƿə 

а:nа а:ƿəɤənə 

            

Discussion 

The results reveal that the Brocas aphasics performed in par with their normal controls in 

minimal pair discrimination task but showed significantly poorer performance in production 

of the  phonemes.The results points that there is no direct relation between difficulty in 

producing phonemes and  auditory discrimination. Hence the phonological errors does not seem 

to be related to a difficulty in a perceptual level  of phonemic discrimination. 

Responses on repetition task by the Brocas aphasics revealed assimilation, clipping, liaison, 

stretching, and elisions which suggests that phonemic variations are also seen in the speech output 

of Broca’s Aphasics, along with phonetic (dysarthric)errors. The fact that our patients showed both 

phonetic and phonemic errors in the speech output is indicative of both a linguistic as well as 

articulatory impairment . Phonological errors have been reported in Broca’s aphasia by earlier 

researchers (7). The phonetic errors can be attributed  to an impairment of motor control, and the 

phonemic errors can be attributed to impairment of the mental representation of the phoneme 

within the  lexicon which could be related to the verbal and working memory deficits. Studies have 

pointed towards the role of verbal and working memory in the access to phonological 

representations.(8).The results are indicative of the role of cognition in language .It is important to 

assess the cognitive skills related to language processing and use cognitive rehabilitation strategies 

in the management of Aphasia.  

Summary and Conclusion 

There is no direct relation between difficulty in producing phonemes and  auditory discrimination 

in Brocas aphasics. The fact that our patients showed both phonetic and phonemic errors in the 

speech output is indicative of both a linguistic as well as articulatory impairment . The phonetic 

errors can be attributed  to an impairment of motor control, and the phonemic errors can be 

attributed to impairment of the mental representation of the phoneme within the  lexicon . 
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Limititations 

Sample size was small and the intratester and intertester reliabilities were not assessed 

==================================================================== 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

A) Morphophonemic structure 

1) /ɲɑ:n pʊsɵɑgɑɵɪl no:kɪ vɑjɪtʃʊ/ 

2) /kʊtti kɑsærɑjil ɪrɪkʊnnʊ/ 

3) /ɑvaɭ pʊɜɑɵil ɪrɑŋɪ/ 

4) /Pu:və ɵæn ʊndə/ 

5) /rɑ:mʊ pɑṣʊvɪtɛ kɑjɑrɪl pɪdɪtʃʊ/ 

6) /ɑvaɭ vi:ttɪl po:jɪ/ 

7) /pɑkʃɪkɑɭ  ku:ttil  ʊndə/ 

8) /kʊtti pʊsɵɑgɑɵɪl ɛɜʊðʊnnʊ/ 

9) / kʊttigaɭ pu:kkɑɭ pɑrɪkkʊnnʊ/ 

10) /kʊttajil mɑ:ŋɑgal undə/ 

11) /mi:n veɭɭɑɵɪl ni:ðʊnnu/ 

12) /kʊtti bɑsil kɑjɑrʊnnʊ/ 

 

B) Plurals 

 

13) / kʊttigɑɭ pu:kɑɭ pɑrikkʊnnʊ/ 

14) /ɑmmɑgɑɭ ɵʊɳigɑɭ ɑlɑkkʊnnʊ/ 

15) /ɲɑŋɑɭmɑ:r ɪnnalɛ po:jɪ/ 

16) /ɑvɑr mɑrɑŋɑɭ vɛttʊnnʊ/ 

17) /niŋɑɭgɑɭ nɑ:ɭɛ vɑrɑɳɑm/  

18) /pʊrʊʃɑnmɑ:r pɑɳɪ ɛdʊkkʊnnʊ/ 

19) /kʊttɪgɑɭ pɑ:ttə pɑ:dʊnnʊ/ 

20) /kuttigɑɭ kɑrɑjʊnnʊ/ 

21) /ɑ:ɭʊgɑɭ bɑkʃɑɳɑm kɑɜɪkkʊnnʊ/ 

22) /vɑndikaɭ ro:dɪlu:dɛ po:gʊnnʊ/ 

23) /pɑkʃɪkɑɭ pɑrɑkkʊnnʊ/ 

24) /mi:nʊgaɭ  ni:ðʊnnʊ/ 

 



C) Tenses 

 

25) /ɲɑ:ŋ nɑ:ɭɛ po:gʊm/ 

26) /ɲɑ:ŋɭ nɑ:ɭɛ vɑnnʊ/ 

27) /ɪnnɑlɛ sku:ɭ nærɑɵɛ vɪdʊm/ 

28) /ɪnnə ɲɑ:n sinimɑkʊ po:kʊm/ 

29) /ɲɑ:n ɪnnɑlɛ pɑditʃʊ/ 

30) /ɑvɑr mɑttɑnnɑ:ɭ kɑndʊ/ 

31) /kʊtti bɑkʃɑɳɑm kɑɜɪkkʊnnʊ/ 

32) /su:rjɑn ʊðɪkkʊnnʊ/ 

33) /kʊttɪ ʊrɑkkɑɵɵɪl nɪnnʊ ɛɜʊnælkkʊnnʊ/ 

34) /kʊttɪ tɪvɪ kɑɳʊnnʊ/ 

35) /ɑvɑn mʌram vɛttɪ/ 

36) /pɛɳkʊtti pʊsɵɑgɑm vɑjikkʊnnʊ/ 

 

 

D) Agreement 

 

37) /pɑ:bə ɑvɑnɛ kɑditʃʊ/ 

38) /kʊttɪ pɑttijɛ kɑdɪtʃʊ/ 

39) /ɑvɑn mi:n pɪditʃʊ/ 

40) /pʊɜɑ si:ðɑjɪl ɪrɑŋɪ/ 

41) /kʊdɑ kʊttɪjɪl nɪnnʊ/ 

42) /rɑmɑnɛ vɑndɪ ɪdɪtʃʊ/ 

43) /kʊttɪ kʊdɑ pɪdɪtʃʊ nɪlkʊnnʊ/ 

44) /ɑjɑɭ seikkɪɭ o:dɪkkʊnnʊ/ 

45) /ɑvɑn mɑɜɑ nɑnɑjʊnnʊ/ 

46) /ɑjɑɭ kɑɵə po:st tʃɛjʊnnʊ/ 

47) /ɪðə ro:sɑ:ppʊ:vɪntɛ tʃɪɵrɑmɑ:ɳə/ 

48) /pu:tʃɑ mæṣɑjʊdɛ mʊgɑɭɭɪl ɪrɪkkʊnnʊ/ 

 

E) Case markers 

 



49) /pʊsɵɑgɑɵɪntɛ tʃɑttɑjʊdɛ nɪrɑm kɑrʊppɑɳə/ 

50) /ɪðə rɑ:mʊ tʃɛrɪppɑɳə/ 

51) /pʊsɵɑgɑɵɪl mɑɜɑvɪlɪntɛ tʃɪɵrɑmʊndə/ 

52) /pɑ:mbə rɑ:mɑnɑ:l kɔllɑppɛttʊ/ 

53) /pʊllə pɑṣʊ ɵɪnnɑppɛttʊ/ 

54) /ɑvɑrʊdɛ pɑkkɑl ʊndə/ 

55) / ɑ:ɳkʊttɪjʊdɛ kɑjɪl vɑ:tʃə kɛttɪjittʊdə/ 

56) /ɑvɑn pʊsɵɑgɑɵɪl ɛɜʊðʊnnʊ/ 

57) /pænɑ pʊsɵɑgɑɵɪntɛ mʊgɑɭɭɪl ʊndə/ 

58) /vi:dɪntɛ mʊnpɪl pu:kkɑɭʊdə/ 

59) /kʊttɑjɪl ɑ:ppɪɭɭʊgɑɭ ʊndə/ 

60) /kʊttɪ mɑrɑɵɪl kɑjɑrʊnnʊ/ 

 

F) Conjunctives & Quotatives 

 

61) /kʊtʃælɑnʊm rɑ:mɑnʊm ku:ttʊkɑ:rɑ:ɳə/ 

62) /ɛllɑ:vɑræjʊm ku:dɪ kɑljɑ:ɳɑɵɪnnʊ vɑrɑɳɑm/ 

63) /si:ðɑjʊm rɑ:mɑnʊm sɑmmɑ:nɑm kɪttɪ/ 

64) /ɲɑ:n ɑvɑɭɭæjʊm ku:ttɪ vɑrɑ:m/ 

65) /ɪnnə ʊtʃɑjo:də ku:ttɪ pɑrɪpɑ:dɪ sɑmɑpɪkkʊm/ 

66) /ɪnnə rɑ:vɪlæ ɑ:rə mʊðɑl vɑiki:ttə ɑ:rə vɑrɛjɑ:ɳə sɑmɑrɑm/ 

67) /ɑ:ɳkuttɪɪjʊm pɛɳkʊttɪjʊm pʊsɵɑgɑm vɑ:jɪkkʊnnʊ/ 

68) /ɑtʃɑnʊm kʊttijʊm pɑtʃɑkkɑrɪ vɑŋʊnnʊ/ 

69) /kʊttɑjɪl o:rɑdɜʊm ɑ:ppɪɭɭʊm ʊndə/ 

70) /ɑtʃɑnʊm kʊttijʊm seikkɪɭ tʃɑvɪttʊnnʊ/ 

71) /ɑmmɑjʊm kʊttijʊm ʊrɑŋʊnnʊ/ 

72) /pɑttijʊm pu:tʃɑjʊm ɵɑllə ku:dʊnnʊ/ 


